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Figure 1: Pipeline of our proposed depth from focus method

ABSTRACT
Depth estimation from differently focused set of images has been a
practical approach for 3D reconstruction with existing color cameras. In this paper, we propose a depth from focus (DFF) method for
accurate depth estimation using single commodity color camera.
We investigate the appearance changes in spatial and frequency domain along the focused image frames in iterative manner. In order
to achieve sub-frame level accuracy in depth estimation, optimal
location of in-focus frame is estimated by fitting a parameterized
polynomial curve on the dissimilarity measurements of each pixel.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluations on various test image sets
show promising performance of the proposed method in depth
estimation.
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INTRODUCTION

Estimating three dimensional shape of an arbitrary object using
single color is a challenging task. Without any prior knowledge on
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target objects or additional observations, it is an ill-posed problem
to recover depth from single color image. Meoller et al. [Moeller
et al. 2015] propose a framework for the shape from focus problem using the total variation regularization. However, this approach is memory expensive. Suwajanakorn et al. [Suwajanakorn
et al. 2015] obtain all-in-focus image and depth map using motioncompensated focus stacking from hand-held camera. However, this
method works slow and shows limited performance in 3D surface
reconstruction. We propose a DFF method using single commodity
color camera. We investigate the appearance changes over differently focused image frames in spatial and frequency domain.

2

PROPOSED DEPTH FROM FOCUS

In order to get depth information of the scene, first we calculate
initial depth estimation of each pixel. Then using result of initial
depth information we build uniformly focused image set and using
these image set and smaller window size we use initial depth estimation part. This process will work iteratively till we get expected
depth result.

2.1

Initial Depth Estimation

In the depth estimation, we use neighborhood patch dissimilarity to
find in-focus frame. Small patch size causes noisy depth and bigger
patch loses details in depth. So we use adaptive patch size at each
iteration. Also we use circular window to minimize the artifact of
estimated depth. In order to find in-focus frame of a pixel from
patch dissimilarity, we select a reference frame first and calculate all
normalized average absolute difference values of patches between
the reference frame and all other frames. Note that in-focus frame
becomes local maximum in the difference values. In-focus frame
detection problem becomes simple local maximum detection problem. In this step, however, if in-focus frame of a pixel is identical or
very close to the reference frame, local maximum cannot be easily
detected. In order to avoid such singular case, we blur the reference
frame before the difference computation. Blurring amount of the
reference frame is selected not to have similar blur amount in all
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focused image frames. We use Gaussian blurring assuming that it
simulates optical blur in out-focus images well. Normalized average
absolute difference dk between the reference frame and k-th frame
is calculated based on both spatial and frequency domain information of given patch: dk = kpr e f − pk k1 + α kprˆe f − pˆk k1 , where
pr e f and pk are normalized original patches and prˆe f and pˆk are
respective discrete Fourier transform patches (Fig. 1). Then we find
the index of maximum distance dmax which is a potential in-focus
frame. Note that in DFF, in-focus frame index is proportional to
to depth of corresponding point. In order to be more accurate by
estimating sub-frame level in-focus frame, we use parameterized
curve fitting [Chapra 2012]. We use second order polynomial curve
f (x) = a 0 + a 1x + a 2x 2 to fit on dk .

2.2

Iterative Depth Refinement

In the previous step, initial depth is estimated based on neighbor
pixels within patch window. In general, each pixel has different
depth resulting in different in-focus frame. Therefore, in-focus
frame estimation of a pixel based on its neighbor pixels having
different in-focus frames contains error. To remove the error, we
build uniformly focused image set adjusting all in-focus frames of all
pixels based on the estimated initial depth. In other words, all focus
image and following uniformly out-focused images are created. And
then, we perform our depth estimation iteratively on the uniformly
focused image set. Based on the initial depth estimation result, we
build a set of uniformly focused images by grouping pixels having
similar focus amount. After the reconstruction of uniformly focused
image set, we repeat the depth estimation of previous step with
decreasing window size. Based on the result of this process we
update our depth estimation. We continue this iteration process
with smaller window size until the changes in the depth value at
each iteration falls below stopping criteria.

2.3

Post Processing

After the iteration of depth estimation is done, we perform simple
post processing for noise elimination. First we scale estimated
depth values by scaling factor s to convert frame index to physically
meaningful depth value. Median and Gaussian filters are applied in
turn to eliminate any remaining noisy value. After obtaining depth
information of the scene we can get point clouds of the scene as
shown in Figure 1 (point clouds). All in focus image is found by
F x,y = Tbx,y , b = round(D x,y ), where b is frame number among
the given T frame set and x and y are pixel indexes, and D is depth
result.

Figure 3: Our depth estimation and 3D reconstruction results on teeth data set

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Figure 2 shows sample results on LFSD dataset [Li et al. 2014]
compared with ground truth depth. It has 6 to 12 focus image
frames for each subject. Depth map has darker intensity for farther
depth. Proposed method estimates depth of each sample reasonably
well. Using our teeth data set, we have constructed 3D mesh model
of target object to prove the potential of single color camera based
3D reconstruction. It has 100 focus image frames for each subject.
A commodity small color camera module is used to take the images.
Each estimated depth point is considered as 3d point and surface
normal of the 3d point is computed from its 8 neighbors [Mitra
and Nguyen 2003]. After that, we interpolate them using Algebraic
Point Set Surfaces(APSS) Finally, marching cubes creates polygonal
surface representation (Figure 3). This evaluation result shows the
potential of the proposed method in medical 3D imaging application
with simple color camera.
In this work, we propose depth estimation method based on
depth from focus (DFF) iteratively reconstructing uniformly focused
image set. Main contribution of this work is new iterative method of
DFF investigating the appearance changes in spatial and frequency
domain. 3D modeling experiments are performed showing the
potential of the proposed method in both consumer application
using smart phone and medical application in 3D reconstruction.
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